IANTD CCR Diver
Course Information
The IANTD CCR Diver course is designed to introduce the diver to the safe and correct use of their chosen Closed
Circuit Rebreather. The IANTD CCR Diver is a unit specific qualification, however cross over courses from one unit to
another are available.

Qualification
Upon certification, you will be qualified to dive to 42msw using air as a diluent.

Prerequisites
You should hold an Advanced Nitrox Diver (or equivalent) or higher qualification. If you do not possess this
qualification, it can be completed in conjunction with the CCR Diver course.

Equipment Requirements
You will be provided with the IANTD CCR Diver Student Kit, including tables for dive planning & pre-dive checks. You
should also own, or have access to, the appropriate Closed Circuit Rebreather. In additional, you will need a bailout
cylinder (minimum 7litres) and regulator. We recommend aluminium bailout cylinders, and these can be provided
for the course if required. Closed Circuit Rebreathers are available for use during the course for those who want to
try before they buy.

Course Structure
The IANTD CCR Diver course runs over 5 days.
Emphasis is spent on in water skills and dive time, where you will be completing at least 500mins (over 8hrs) of dive
time over 4 days. You will also spend a day in the classroom, where you will complete theory sessions, classroom
practical problems and equipment workshops.
Courses can be structured to run consecutively over 5 days, or split over a number of sessions.

Costs
The IANTD CCR Diver course is £700.00 per person. This price includes the training and materials outlined above.
Certification costs are also included (providing certification criteria are met).
The following are not included in the course fee: Dive Site costs (inc. entry, accommodation, food, travel etc.), Gas
and Sofnolime (if appropriate).

Evaluation / Assessment
Evaluation on the IANTD CCR Diver course is continuous. Throughout the training days you will be assessed on your
skills, performance and attitude. You will also complete a multi-choice exam during the course.
With IANTD “Training is purchased, Certification is earned”, meaning that you must meet the certification
requirements and standards before certification is issued. Extra training days can be added if needed.

What Should I Do Next?
If you are interested in attending an IANTD CCR Diver course then please get in touch and we will provide you with
our next course dates and a booking form.
Once you have completed the IANTD CCR Diver course you will be able to work towards the IANTD CCR Normoxic
Trimix Diver course. You also have the option of completing an IANTD Advanced Recreational Trimix Diver upgrade if
you do not have this qualification already.
We also offer try dives in both the swimming pool and open water, giving you a chance to try Closed Circuit
Rebreather diving before committing to the expense of courses and unit purchases.
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Important Information
All training prices are quoted for base timescales of training. If further training is required to meet the
requirements of certification, this will incur additional costs and will be arranged on a specific basis. Unless
stated, all prices include the appropriate IANTD Student Pack and Certification. They do not include any dive site
expenses, gas, equipment hire, accommodation and / or travel.
All prices shown are list prices only. Actual price will be confirmed at time of booking. Discounts for group
bookings are available. We reserve the right to alter or amend advertised prices at any time. This document is
not an offer of sale or contract. E&OE.
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